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Introduction.
By working closely with managing agents and facilities managers since 1975,
Solar Graphics have earned a very high reputation within the Facilities Management
industry. It is this reputation built by offering an impressive range of products and our
attention to detail which has seen some of our clients use our services since the
beginning of Solar Graphics and who continue to use us today.
Working with some of the largest facilities management companies in Europe we
have learnt to identify the importance of a professional, fast service in this ever
changing sector.
We are equipped to offer services from small quantity health & safety signs,
through to large-scale corporate identity packages and road marking.
Solar Graphics is proud to be accredited by both Safe Contractor & Avetta.

We are proud to be approved suppliers for the following managing agents :

KingSturge
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External Directories.
Exterior sign systems are usually supplied in large format and are often the first point of contact
for many industrial estates, retail parks, shopping centres and buildings. All signs installed must therefore
create a visual impact, serve as a functional resource to inform visitors of the location of a site and direct
them to their destination. These signs are designed and manufactured to have removable panels and/or
graphics to enable them to be easily updated should the need arise.
Exterior sign systems can be simply wall mounted or installed via steel posts or more decorative extrusions
and can include illumination so that your investment in your signs can be viewed at all hours of the day.

Are some of the external signs you manage looking a little tired ?
Solar Graphics also offer a sign refurbishment service on all signage. This can
drastically reduce the cost and need for new signs. We can restore your signs to
their original new state or alternatively design you a fresh new look and bring
your original investment up to date.
With our purpose-built manufacturing facilities we are equipped to remove
your signs and refurbish in-house. This can significantly reduce down time of
your signs and minimise any disruption.

Unlike many other sign companies, once your new investment in
your external signage has been installed we offer a full update service
on any sign we supply anywhere in the country. We are also equipped
with the latest in sign technology which also allows us to update
signage installed by other sign contractors.
We can also provide a yearly maintenance service to ensure that your
signs remain looking as good as the day they were installed.
Why not contact and see why so many facilities management
companies already rely on Solar Graphics.
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Safety Signs.

are you

With literally thousands of safety signs available we can supply any sign for any eventuality from No Smoking signs
through to a full range of building site safety notices. All safety signs comply to current UK legislation and are
available in a large range of finishes, from simple self-adhesive labels to engraved polished stainless steel and brass.

compliant

A free safety signs catalouge is available which includes the majority of our standard products which should
cover you for most eventualities. Of course if you require something bespoke we can manufacture any safety
notice, which can of course include your company logo and corporate colours.

We cover London and the South East daily along with regular installations around the country.
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Internal Directories.
Interior signs can be purely functional or a statement about the nature of your business.
Interior directory signs can provide a highly visible list of the tenants within a
building and coupled with complimentary direction signs, guide people easily
to their destination. Directories can be produced from a wide variety of
materials, from standard anodised aluminium modular systems to more
elaborate glass and stainless steel.

COMPANIES DIRECTORY.
1198mm

110mm

HEADER:
Brushed stainless steel sign plate @ 1198mm x 110mm
Applied matt ﬁnish cut vinyl text to face
Panel ﬂat adhesive ﬁxed to existing internal wall
COMPANY PANELS:
Dense White frosted acrylic sign plates @ 292mm x 292mm x 5mm
Machined edges all round
Applied matt grey ﬁnish cut vinyl logos to face
Fixed to internal wall via rear magnetic ﬁxings

AVERY | 530EM
Dark Grey Matt

10mm gap

RAL 7012

When designing and specifying any interior sign many factors will be taken into
account, such as - existing signage and architecture, colour schemes, corporate
guidelines and of course budget. We will aim to design a sign that is not only
tailor made to your current needs, but also your future requirements.

292mm

Additional 7 x panels for interchanging with panels on directory

292mm
10mm gap

Circular shaped magnets screw ﬁxed to existing internal wall
Magnetic Expert Ltd (Part No. F301N)
10mm x 5mm

SIDE VIEW

1. White acrylic backing plate (5mm thick), drilled to locate magnetic ﬁxing (5mm x 10mm diameter)
2. Zintec metal strips adhesive ﬁxed to panel 1.
3. Dense white frosted acrylic (Moonlight White) (5mm thick) REF. S21T41

10.5mm Ø

3

B.

35mm

A.

292mm

35mm

2

262mm

1

35mm

35mm

262mm

292mm

A.
White acrylic plates @ 262mm x 262mm x 5mm
Panels cut with 4 x 10.5mm Ø holes @ 35mm centres to edge
B.
Moonlight White (Perspex REF. S21T41) frosted acrylic plates @ 292mm x 292mm x 5mm

Unlike many other sign companies, once your new
investment in your internal signage has been installed we
offer a full update service on any sign we supply anywhere
in the country. We are also equipped with the latest in sign
technology which also allows us to update signage
installed by other sign contractors.
We can also provide a yearly maintenance service to
ensure that your signs remain looking as good as the
day they were installed.
Why not contact and see why so many facilities
management companies already rely on Solar Graphics.

sales@solargraphics.net
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Sign Maintenance.

Sign Updates.

Signage is an essential part of corporate identity, and the commercial success of any company is dependent,
to some degree, upon the physical appearance of its premises. After all, it’s the first thing that potential
clients will see, and consequently form a judgement on.

Unlike many other sign companies, once your new investment in
your signage has been installed we offer a full update service
on any sign we supply anywhere in the country. We are also equipped
with the latest in sign technology including engraving and etching
facilities which allows us to update signage installed by other sign contractors.
We cover the entire country, with regular installations in the South East.
The London area is covered daily.
Why not contact and see why so many facilities management
companies already rely on Solar Graphics.

Sign maintenance, keeping your signs up to date and regular sign servicing plays an essential role;
if managed properly and effectively, it can deliver the benefits of enhanced sign performance and
extended design life. Believe it or not, effective sign maintenance can also save you money.
Companies are often torn between the two well-known proverbs, ‘if it aint broke, don’t fix it’ and
‘Prevention is better than cure’ when it comes to sign maintenance. Do you wait until signs fail or you
lose revenue in site closures while remedial works take place? Or, do you plan for every eventuality and
ensure that all signage components are as reliable as possible, maintaining your brand image and integrity.
Contact us at

sales@solargraphics.net or on 01376 552209 to discuss a maintenance plan.
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Architectural Letters.
A well designed and manufactured architectural sign should
compliment a building or structure and look as if it has been
designed as part of the building rather than an addition.
Architectural signs range from estate signage, cut-out letters
with various types of illumination to large scale polished
stainless steel crests and logos to name but a few.
Within our purpose built unit all processes are undertaken
in-house which enables us to most importantly monitor the
quality, but also produce your signage much quicker.
Architectural letters can be produced to form an internal
directory through to large-scale letters for external high-level
installation with a range of fittings to allow installation
almost anywhere.
Along with all other signage supplied by Solar Graphics, a
maintenance programme can be arranged on new and old
installations to ensure the safety of all fittings and to allow your
signage to look as good as the day it was installed.
900mm

500mm

centred

600mm

centred

Flat-cut brushed stainless steel architectural letters @ 3mm thick
Fixed to external brickwork via rear brass locator fixings
Horizontal Brush Lines
Quantity | 2 x sets (one either side of entrance)
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Etched and Engraved Plates.
Engraved and etched nameplates and plaques; a more prestigious and classic way
of displaying your corporate image or sign requirements. Solar Graphics are equipped
with the latest in engraving and etching technology, allowing us to produce
engraved and etched sign in-house, therefore quickly and efficiently.
Engraved and etched plates can be supplied in various standard materials, such as acrylic,
brass and stainless steel. Previous bespoke installations have included engraved
hardwood and stone plaques for the Millenium bridge opening.

Many fitting options are available
depending on the application. These can range
from adhesive backing or screw fixings and decorative cover-caps.
We can also install hardwood backboards to mount your new
plates to complete a more prestigious installation.
Contact us at sales@solargraphics.net to see if we can help.
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Sign installation.
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Solar Graphics is accredited under the Safe Contractor
safety on site scheme and Avetta. We recognise our responsibility
in ensuring clean and safe working procedures while working on your premises.
Our on-site operatives are all PASMA & IPAF trained and registered.
From production to installation, our company follows a quality assurance
programme developed to meet the requirements of ISO 9002
which includes our Green Policy to reduce our impact on the environment.
During all processes, from sign production through to final installation,
we recycle a minimum of 75% of the waste generated, including using
recyclable packaging where available and disposing of heavier waste
materials through a registered waste handler.

Surveying & Design.
Solar Graphics offer a complete site survey and full installation service for all
our products. Once a project is surveyed it is passed to our in-house design studio
to prepare a scaled visual representation for your review and approval prior
to production and installation.
Once your new sign is installed, we maintain all production records should you
require future re-branding or modifications.
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Road & Car Park Marking.
Solar Surface Markings, a division of Solar Graphics was established in 1996
to provide a car park marking service to local authorities to back-up its existing
sign making services. Through recommendation Solar Surface Markings has
grown, and with investment in larger equipment we have been in a position to
supply road and car park markings for numerous new and existing customers,
including many blue-chip companies and local authorities.

All projects are completed by our own staff. This allows us to undertake sub-contracting work, which is carried out discretely
and efficiently with no hidden or additional costs. All works can be completed at any time of the day to minimise disruption
to you and the public.

Factories, Shops and Garages
Health & Safety Markings
Disabled Bays (DDA Works)

Local Authority Works
Small Quantity Works
Repairs & Refurbishment
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